	
  

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
POLYX®-OIL PURE – 5125
MECHANICALLY WITH A FLOOR BUFFER
Apply two thin coats with an Osmo FloorxCenter® or floor-buffing machine, with green and white pads.
First Coat: Apply one thin coat with an Osmo Double Sided Scraper, Professional Scraper or other
high quality trowel, and Osmo FloorxCenter® or single disc floor-buffing machine.
1. Stir the Polyx®-Oil Pure well prior to use.
2. Trowel the product thinly onto the floor using an Osmo Double Sided Scraper or similar.
3. Disperse and polish the floor using a floor buffer and green pads.
4. Allow approx. 35-45 minutes for product to penetrate surface
5. Proceed immediately to second coat
Second Coat: Immediately after the first coat of Polyx®-Oil Pure, apply a second thin coat with a
trowel and buffing machine.
1. Trowel the second coat product thinly and evenly onto the floor.
2. Allow approx. 35-45 minutes for product to penetrate surface
3. Disperse and polish the floor, removing excess using a floor buffer and white pads
8.

There is too much material on the surface when you can see rings. If so, turn the pad over.

4. Allow 8-10 hours drying time. Allow for good ventilation whilst drying
If using as a Polyx®-Oil Pure 5125 as a top coat over Polyx® Professional Colour Oils,
proceed immediately to second-coat. Only one coat of Polyx-Oil is required over top of an
Polyx® Professional Colour Oil therefore the first coat and its steps are omitted.

Tip: 13” (330mm) Pads on an Osmo FloorxCenter® will buff around 400ft2 before they require either
flipping, or replacement
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APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
CONTINUED – POLYX®-OIL PURE – 5125
BY HAND WITH SCOTCHBRITE PADS
For small areas and furniture, apply two thin coats with a non-abrasive, white scotchbrite pad and a
lint-free cloth.
1. Stir the Polyx®-Oil Pure 5125 well and pour a small amount into a disposable container
2. With a white scotchbrite pad work the product into the wood evenly in figure 8 or circular motions
3. Be sure to thinly and evenly coat the surface and leave on the surface for approx. 35 minutes
4. With a clean lint-free cloth, polish the surface ensuring no rings, wipe marks or blotches
5. Ensure all excess product is removed from surface.
6. Approx. 8-10 hours drying time. Allow for good ventilation whilst drying
7. Apply second coat following steps 1-6
Tinting: Osmo Polyx® Professional Colour Oils can also be used to lightly tint Polyx®-Oil Pure
5125 up to a ratio of 10:1. Do not exceed a ratio of 10 parts Polyx®-Oil Pure 5125 to 1 part
Professional Colour Oil.
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